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1 Introduction
1.1 Randomized Algorithms
Classical approaches to introducing randomness in algorithms typically assume a distribution on
possible inputs and, compute the expected performance of various (deterministic) algorithms.
Quick sort is a good example. If one assumes that each input permutation is equally likely to
occur, Quick sort runs in an expected O(n log n) time to sort n numbers. The credibility of such
an approach critically depends on the assumption made on the inputs. There may be applications
where the input distribution is quite different from the one used in the probabilistic analysis.
As an attractive alternative, Rabin and Solovay & Strassen proposed introducing randomness
in the algorithm itself. A randomized algorithm is one where in certain decisions are made
based on the outcomes of coin flips. No matter what the input is, a large fraction of all possible
outcomes for the coin flips will ensure 'good performance' of the algorithm. Thus the two
approaches differ in the probability space used for analysis. In the former one considers the
space of all possible inputs and in the later one employs the space of all possible outcomes for
coin flips.
Since the introduction of randomized algorithms in 1976, a wide variety of computational
problems have been solved (both sequentially and in parallel) using this technique. In this chapter
we study randomized algorithms for packet routing.

1.2 Packet Routing
Fixed connection machines are some of the most practical models of parallel computing, as
infered from the parallel computers available today. A fixed connection machine is usually
represented as a directed graph whose nodes correspond to processing elements, and whose edges
correspond to communication links. The speed of a parallel computer is determined by 1) the
computing power of component processors, and 2) the speed of inter-processor communication.
Nowadays the computing power of individual processing elements can be made arbitrarily high
owing to the decline in hardware costs. Thus the speed of any parallel machine crucially depends
on how fast the inter-processor communication is.
A single step of inter-processor communication in a fixed connection network can be thought
of as the following task (also called packet routing): Each node in the network has a packet of
information that has to be sent to some other node. The task is to send all the packets to their
correct destinations as quickly as possible such that at the most one packet passes through any
wire at any time.
A special case of the routing problem is called the partial permutation routing. In partial
permutation routing, each node is the origin of at the most one packet and each node is the
destination of no more than one packet. A packet routing algorithm is judged by 1) its run
time, i.e., the time taken by the last packet to reach its destination, and 2) its queue length,
which is defined as the maximum number of packets any node will have to store during routing.
Contentions for edges can be resolved using a priority scheme. Furthest destination first, furthest
origin first, etc. are examples of priority schemes. We assume that a packet not only contains
the message (from one processor to another) but also the origin and destination information of
this packet. An algorithm for packet routing is specified by 1) the path to be taken by each
packet, and 2) a priority scheme.

1.3 Different Models of Packet Routing
How large a packet is (when compared with the channel width of the communication links) will
determine whether a single packet can be sent along a wire in one unit of time. If a packet is
very large it may have to be split into pieces and sent piece by piece. On this criterion many
models of routing can be derived. A packet can be assumed to be either atomic (this model is
known as the store andforward model), or much larger than the channel width of communication
links (thus necessitating splitting).

In the later, if each packet is broken up into k pieces (also calledflits), where k depends on
,the width of the channel, the routing problem can be studied under two different approaches.
We can consider the k flits to be k distinct packets, which are routed independently. This is
known as the multipacket routing approach. Each flit will contain information about its origin
and destination.
Alternatively, one can consider the k flits to form a snake. All flits follow the first one,
known as the head, to the destination. A snake may never be broken, i.e., at any given time,
consecutive flits of a snake are at the same or adjacent processors. Only the head has to contain
the origin and destination addresses. This model is called the cut through routing with partial
cuts or simply the cut through routing.
Efficient algorithms for store and forward, multipacket, and cut through routing are presented
in this chapter.

1.4 Mesh Connected Computers
The fixed connection machine assumed in this chapter is the Mesh Connected Computer. The
basic topology of a two dimensional Mesh is an n x n square grid with one processor per grid
point (see figure 1). Except for processors at the boundary, every other processor is connected
to its neighbors to the left, right, above, and below through bidirectional links. Variations in
this topology are possible depending on whether one or more of the following connections are
allowed : 1) vertical wrap arounds, 2) horizontal wrap arounds, and 3) connections to diagonal
neighbors. In this chapter we only consider the Mesh with the basic topology. The instruction
stream assumed is MIMD. This in particular means that each node can send and receive a packet
(or a flit) from all its (four or less) neighbors in one unit of time.
Mesh connected computers (MCCs) have drawn the attention of computer scientists in recent
times because of their many special properties. Some of the special features of MCCs are: 1)
they have a simple interconnection pattern, 2) many problems have data which map naturally
onto them, and 3) they are linear-scalable.

1.5 Some Definitions
We say a randomized algorithm uses d(g(n))amount of any resource (like time, space etc.) if
there exists a constant c such that the amount of resource used is no more than cag(n) with

(n,n)
FIG.1. An n x n Mesh Connected Computer
probability 2 1 - n-" on any input of size n.
By high probability we mean a probability of 1 - n-* for any a 1 (n being the input
size of the problem at hand).
Let B(n, p) denote a binomial random variable with parameters n and p.

>

>

1.6 Chernoff Bounds
One of the most frequently used facts in analyzing randomized algorithms is Chernofbounds.
These bounds provide close approximations to the probabilities in the tail ends of a binomial
distribution. Let X stand for the number of heads in n independent flips of a coin, the probability
of a head in a single flip being p. X is also known to have a binomial distribution B(n, p). The
following three facts (known as Chernoff bounds) are now folklore:

+

Prob.[X 2 (1 e)np] 5 exp(-e2np/2), and
Prob.[X
for any 0

< e < 1, and m > np.

< (1 - e)np]

5 exp(-e2np/3),

The Queue Line Lemma
In the process of packet routing in a network, the time taken by any packet to reach its destination
is dictated by two factors: 1) the distance between the packet's origin and destination, and 2)
the number of steps (also called the delay) the packet waits in queues. The Queue Line Lemma
enables one to compute an upper bound on the delay of any packet.
Consider the set of paths T taken by the packets. Two packets are said to overlap if they
share at least one edge in their paths. The set of paths is said to be nonrepeating if for any
two paths in P , the following statement holds: If these two paths meet, share some successive
edges, and diverge, then they will never meet again.

Lemma 2.1 The amount of delay any packet q suffers waiting in queues is no more than the
number of distinct packers that overlap with q, provided the set of paths taken by packets is
nonrepeating.
Proof. Let T be an arbitrary packet. If n is delayed by each of the packets that overlap with .rr
no more than once, the lemma is proven. Else, if a packet (call it q) overlapping with .rr delays
T twice (say), then it means that q has been delayed by another packet which also overlaps with
.rr. and which will never get to delay n.

3 Routing on a Linear Array
In this section we study different routing problems on a linear array. These results will help us
analyze routing algorithms on the Mesh. As will be shown, routing on a Mesh can be broken
into a constant number of phases, where in each phase routing is performed either along the
rows or along the columns.
Problem 1. Each node of a linear n-array has k
1 packets initially and each node is the
destination of exactly k packets. Send all the packets to their destinations sending at the most
one packet along any edge in a single step.

>

Lemma 3.1 If we use the furthest origin $rst priority scheme, problem1 can be solved in time

<u++f.

-

Proof. Let the nodes of the array be numbered 1 , 2 , . . . ,n from left to right. Each packet takes
the shortest path between its origin and destination. In order to compute an upper bound on

the delay that any packet suffers, it suffices to compute the number of distinct packets that can
potentially delay this packet (see the queue line lemma 2.1). Also notice that since each node
can communicate with all its neighbors in one unit of time, the flow of packets in one direction
(say left to right) does not delay the flow in the other direction (right to left). And hence, for the
worst case analysis we can assume wlog that all the packets are traversing in the same direction
(say from left to right).
Consider a packet originating from node i. Wlog assume that its destination is to the right.
This packet can be delayed by at the most ki (the number of packets at and to the left of i ) steps.
Also, the delay is at the most ( n - i 1)k - 1 since only these many packets have destinations
to the right of i . Therefore, the maximum delay for the packet at i is 5 m i n [ k i , (n - i l ) k ]
(This is an upper bound on the number of packets that overlap with the packet at i). Thus, the
maximum delay any packet suffers is 5 m a x ; [ m i n ( k i ,( n - i 1)k)] =
(for i =
Therefore, all the packets can be routed in time
+ q.

+

+

9

+
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Problem 2. On an n-array, node i has ki (1 5 ki 5 n & Cy=lki = n ) packets initially (for
i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n). Each node is the destination for exactly one packet. Route the packets.
Lemma 3.2 If furthest destination first priority scheme is used, the time needed for a packet
starting at node i to reach its destination is no more than the distance between i and the boundary
in the direction the packet is moving. That is if the packet is moving from left to right then this
time is no more than (n - i) and if the packet is moving from right to left the time is 5 (i - 1 ) .
Proof. Consider a packet q at node i and destined for j. Assume (wlog) it is moving from left
to right. q can only be delayed by the packets with destinations > j and which are to the left of
their destinations. Let k l , k2,.. . ,k , be the number of such packets (at the beginning) at nodes
1 , 2 , . . . ,n respectively. (Notice that CY=,kl 5 n - j ) .
Let m be such that k,-l > 1 and k,, 5 1 for m 5 m' 5 n. Call the sequence
k,, Icm+l,. . . , k , the free sequence. Realize that a packet in the free sequence will not be
delayed by any other packet in the future. More over, at every time step at least one new packet
joins the free sequence. Thus, after n - j steps, all the packets that can possibly delay q would
have joined the free sequence. q needs only an additional j - i steps, at the most, to reach its
destination. The case the packet moves from right to left is similar.
One could also use the queue line lemma to prove the same result.

Problem 3. In a linear array with n nodes more than one packet can originate from any node
and more than one packet can be destined for any node. In addition, the number of packets
originating from the nodes 1,2, . . . ,j is no more than j + f ( n ) (for any j and some function
f ). Route the packets.

Lemma 3.3 Under the furthest origin first priority scheme, Problem 3 can be solved within
n + f ( n ) steps.
Proof. Let q be a packet originating from node i and destined for node j (to the right of i ) . q
can potentially be delayed by at the most i + f ( n ) packets (since only these many packets can
originate from the nodes 1 , 2 , . . . ,i and hence have a higher priority than q). q only needs an
additional j - i steps to reach its destination. Thus the total time needed for q is 5 j + f ( n ) .
The maximum of this time over all the packets is n + f ( n ) .

4 Store and Forward Routing on the Mesh
In this section an optimal algorithm is presented for packet routing on an n x n Mesh. The
algorithm has a run time of 2n 6 ( l o gn ) and a queue length of d ( 1 ) . First, a 3n o ( n ) step
algorithm with a queue size of d ( l o g n ) is presented. This algorithm is modified in stages to
obtain the stated bounds.

+

4.1 A 3n

+

+ o(n) Step Algorithm

Consider an n x n Mesh where there is a packet at each node initially. Processors are named
( i ,j ) , i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n , j = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n with (1,l) at the left top comer. Let q be any packet
and let (i,j ) & ( r , s ) be its origin and destination respectively. What follows is a three phase
algorithm with a run time of 3n + o ( n ) with high probability.
In phase I send q along the column j to a random node ( k ,j ) in column j (each node in
column j being equally likely). In phase 11 send q to ( k ,s) along the row k. And finally, in
phase 111 send q to ( r ,s) along the column s. In phase I1 employ the furthest origin first priority
scheme, and in phase 111 employ the furthest destination first priority scheme(with ties broken
arbitrarily). Notice that each phase of routing corresponds to routing on a linear array.
Since there is one packet at each node at the beginning, phase I can be completed in 5 n steps
without any packet suffering any delay whatsoever by a continuous flow of packets along the

FIG.^. Partition of columns for the (2

+ ~ ) algorithm
n

columns. In phase 11, the number of packets that can start from an arbitrary node ( k , I ) in row k
( 1 _< k 5 n ) is B(n,1/71), since in phase I each of the n packets in column 1 would have chosen
(k, I ) with probability 1/72. Therefore, the total number of packets starting their phase I1 from
any one of the nodes (k,1))(k, 2 ) , . . . ,( k ,j ) is B ( n j , lln). Using Chernoff bounds (equation
I), this number is no more than j n v f o r any constant S > 112) with high probability. Now,
an application of lemma 3.3 shows that phase I1 can be completed in n n%teps with high
probability. Phase 111 is nothing but Problem 2 of section 3 and hence can be performed within
n steps. Put together, the algorithm has a run time of 3 n "n
3 n o(n).

+

+

+

4.2

A (2

+

+ ~ ) Routing
n
Algorithm

The run time of the above algorithm can be improved to ( 2 + e ) n , E 2 1 / log n if in phase I, each
packet is sent to a random position (along its column) within a distance of e n from its origin.
Assume wlog, En divides n. Divide each column of the Mesh into slices of length en as
shown in figure-2.
Modify phase I as follows. Every processor (i, j ) chooses a random position in column j
within the slice it is in and sends its packet to that position along column j. Phases I1 and 111
remain the same.

Lemma 4.1 The above modified algorithm runs in time ( 2 + ~ ) +
n can" for any S > 112 and
some jixed constant c, with probability 2 1 - n-*.
Proof. Phase I can now be implemented in time e n without any additional delay since there is
one packet at each node initially.

Consider a packet that starts phase 11 at (k, j). Wlog, assume it is moving to the right. The
number of packets starting this phase in (k, 1),(k, 2), . . . ,(k, j) is B(jan, $). The mean of this
variable is j. Using Chernoff bounds (equation I), this number is no more than j n6 (for any
constant S > 1/2) with high probability. Therefore lemma 3.3 applies here to imply that phase
II can be completed in n + n%teps with high probability.
In phase 111there are n packets starting from any column and each node is the destination of
exactly one packet. Thus in accordance with lemma 3.2, phase I11 terminates within n steps.
One could choose as small an e as desired in order to decrease the run time. However,
the smaller the value of e, the larger will be the queue size. Note that if in phase I, packets
randomize over slices of length en, then for the worst case input, queue size at the end of phase
II will be R(l/e). (An example is when all the packets that have to be routed to a particular
column appear in the same row in the input). The queue size of this algorithm can be shown
to be 0(1/e log n).(The proof is similar to the one given for the next algorithm and hence is
omitted here.) Thus e has to be greater than 1/ log n if only O(1og n) queue size is allowed.

+

+

4.3 An Optimal Routing Algorithm
In the (2 + a)n algorithm above, say we overlap the three phases. That is, a packet that finishes
phase I before en steps can start phase I1 without waiting for the other packets to finish phase I
and so on. We expect some packets to finish faster now.
The only possible conflict between phases is between phases I and 111. A packet that is doing
its phase I and a packet that is doing its phase I1 might contend for the same edge. Always,
under such cases, we give precedence to the packet that is doing its phase I. If a packet q doing
its phase 111 contends for an edge with a packet that is doing its phase I, it means that q has
completed its phases I and I1 within en steps. Since after en steps from the start of the algorithm
every packet will be doing either its phase I1 or phase 111, q will reach its destination within
(1 e)n steps. Packets like q are not interesting to our analysis. Thus we won't mention them
hereafter in any analysis. A packet doing its phase 11 can not be delayed by packets doing their
phase I or phase 111 and vice versa.
In summary, no packet suffers additional delays due to overlap of phases. It is also easy to
see that the maximum queue length at any node does not increase due to overlap. Can some of
the packets finish faster now? We answer this question next.
Consider a packet q initially at node (i, j) with (r, s ) as its destination. Assume wlog, (r, s)

+
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FIG.^. Normal path length of a packet:

(k - i) + (s - 1) + (n- k)

is below (i, j) and to the right (the other cases can be argued in exactly the same lines). If in
phase I q chooses a position (k,j) (in the slice (i, j) is in), then q will finish phase A in li - kl
steps. Also q will take at the most (s - 1) + n6 steps to finish phase II (with high probability)
and (n - k) steps to finish phase 111 (see figure-3 and the proof of lemma 4.1).

+

+

Therefore q takes 1 i - k ( (s- 1) (n- k) (plus lower order terms) total steps to complete
all the three phases. Call this sum the nomuzl path length of q. We require the normal path
length of every packet to be 5 2n. This can be ensured if every packet moves in the direction
of its destination in phase I, because then Ji - kl + (n - k) will always be 5 n.
The normal path length of a packet is 5 2n also when the following condition holds: 'the
origin of the packet is at least 2en distance away from its nearest row or column boundary'. In
the example of figure-3 if i 2 2en, even if the packet is sent en away from its destination (in
phase I), li - k J ( n- k) will still be 5 n. Packets that satisfy the above condition are the ones
that have their origins in the I region of figure-4.

+

Call these packets the inferiorpackets. Packets that do not satisfy this condition are those that
have their origins in the S region of figure-4. Call these packets the superiorpackets. Superior
packets have the potential of having a normal path length of > 2n.
Our routing algorithm will route the inferior packets using the (2 e)n algorithm given

+

above. Superior packets are given special treatment. We will route the superior packets such
2n move in the direction of their
that those packets with a potential normal path length of
destinations in phase I. Overlap of phases is assumed for both the types of packets. Details of
the algorithm follow.

>

Algorithm for inferior packets

FIG.4. Superior and inferior packets

Inferior packets use the algorithm of section 4.2. Every column is divided
into slices of length en. In phase I, a packet at ( i ,j ) with a destination

( r ,s ) is sent to a random position ( k ,j ) in its slice along the column j.
In phase 11, the packet is sent to ( k ,s ) along row k and finally in phase
111, the packet is sent to ( r ,s ) along the column s.

~ l ~ o r l t h rfor
n superior packets
Each node ( i ,j ) in the upper two S squares chooses a random k in
(2en 1,2en 2 , . . . , 2 ~ n ( 1 / 4 ) n ) and sends its packet, q, to ( k ,j)
along column j. If ( r ,s ) is the destination of q, q is then sent to (k, s )

+

+

+

along row k and finally along column s to ( r ,s).
Each node (i, j ) in the lower two S squares chooses a random b in

{ n - 2en - 1, n - 2en - 2 , . .. ,n - 2en - ( 1 / 4 ) n ) and sends its packet
to (k, j) along column j. The packet is then sent to ( k ,s ) along row k
and to ( r ,s), the packet's destination, along column s.

Queue Disciplines
In phases I and 111no distinction is made between superior and inferior packets.
If a packet doing its phase I and a packet doing its phase III contend for the same edge,
the packet doing its phase I takes precedence.
Furthest destination first priority scheme is used for phase 111.

In phase 11, superior packets take precedence over inferior packets. Among superior
(inferior) packets furthest origin first priority scheme is used.

Lemma 4.2 The above algorithm runs in time 2n
length at any node at any time is 6(log n).

+ d(log n).

Further, the maximum queue

Proof.
Superior packets
A superior packet does not suffer any delay in phase I.
A superior packet q starting its phase 11 at (k, j ) can be delayed by at the most the
number of superior packets that will ever start their phase 11 from a node to the left
of (k, j ) in row k (assuming wlog, q is moving from left to right). The number
of such packets is upper bounded by B(j2en, (4/n)). The expected value of this
binomial is 8ej. If j 2 log n, the Chernoff bounds affirm that this delay will be 5 j
with probability 2 1- n-" for any a 2 1 if we choose a proper constant e < 1/8.
The delay will be d(log n) for j < log n. Therefore, superior packets will complete
phase II in n d(log n) steps.

+

A superior packet that moves in the direction of its destination in phase I spends at
the most n steps in total in phases I and III (as was shown before). A packet that
was moving in a direction opposite to its destination in phase I will complete phases
I and 111in a total of 2((1/4)n 2 ~ n steps.
)
Since e is chosen to be less than 1/8,
this total is 5 n.

+

And hence all the superior packets will complete all the three phases in 2n+d(log n)
steps.

Inferior packets
Let q be a packet at (i,j) initially, that moves to (k, j ) at the end of phase I, to
(k, s) at the end of phase 11, and to (r,s) at the end of phase III.
q spends at the most en steps in phase I.

In the following case analysis ignore the presence of superior packets.

casel: k 5 2en or k > n - 2en.

Delay for q in phase I1 will be 5 j - 2en +n6 with high probability. This
is because q is delayed by at the most the packets that will ever do their
phase I1 starting from a node to the left of ( k ,j ) in row k (assuming q
moves from left to right), and in row k packets in columns 1,2,. . . ,2en
have been vacated. Using an analysis similar to the one section 4.2, q
completes phase 11 in 5 n - 2en n6 steps.

+

q takes
n6

+n

5 n steps to finish phase III. Thus, q takes 5 en + n - 2.92 +
= 2n - en

+ n6 steps to complete all the three phases.

< n + n6 steps to complete phase I1 with high probability.
In phase 111 q spends < n - 2 ~ n
time since n - 2en is the maximum

q takes

distance from row k to any row boundary. Therefore q completes all the
three phases in en n n
"
n - 2en = 2n - en n%teps.

+ +

+

The only unaccounted delay so far is the delay of inferior packets by the superior
packets in phase 11. The number of superior packets that will ever do their phase 11
in a given row k is B(8e2n2,
4/n). The expected value of this number is 32e2n.The
Chernoff bounds imply this number is 5 goe2nwith probability 2 1- n-" for some
fixed constant g ( > 32). The number of superior packets that will delay an inferior
packet doing its phase I1 in row k is therefore at the most gcre2n. Hence, the inferior
packet will complete all the three phases in time 5 2n - en n
"
+gae2n 5 2n,
for small enough e.

+

Thus all the inferior packets will complete all the three phases in 5 2n steps with
high probability.
The queue length of the above algorithm is &log n ) as proven next. During any phase of
routing, note that the queue length at any node is no more than the maximum of 1) the number
of packets at the beginning of the phase in this node, and 2) the number of packets in this node
at the end of the phase. Consider any node (2, j ) in the mesh. During phase I, only one packet
starts from any node and b(log n ) packets will end up in any node. During phase 11, d(log n )
packets start from any node and d(log n ) packets will end up in any node. And in phase III,
d(log n) packets start from any node and only one packet will end up in any node. Therefore,
the queue length of the whole algorithm is 6(log n).

Thus we have the following

Theorem 4.1 Any permutation routing of n2 elements on an n x n MIMD MCC can be completed
in 2n + &log n) steps, the queue length being @log n ) .

4.4 Reducing the Queue Length to

a(l)

We shall now modify the previous algorithm in order to reduce the size of the queues to constant.
In the 2n + O(1og n) algorithm of the above section we chose e to be a constant. One can see
that the expected queue size at any node at the end of phase I and II is a constant.
The idea is instead of considering individual processors, to "divide" each column into consecutive blocks of log n nodes each. Then the expected number of packets per block is @(logn),
and using Chernoff bounds we get that with high probability we have @(logn) packets per block,
or, @(I) packets per processor.
We use therefore the same algorithm as in section 4.2. However, we do not store packets
at their target row and column at the end of phases I and 11 respectively, rather we redistribute
packets within each block so that to obtain a constant number of packets per node. Redistributing
packets introduces at most O(1og n) delay. The results are summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 There is a randomized algorithm for routing on an n x n mesh with the property
that any partial permutation can be realized within 2n + K a log n steps with probability at least
1 - n-" for some constant K and any a > 1 . Further, the queue length is d(1).

5 Cut Through Routing
5.1 Cut Through Routing on a Linear Array
In any network, if the width of the communication links is less than the size of a packet, it is
more practical to break up each packet into k flits, where k depends on the width of the link.
In cut through routing the k flits corresponding to each packet form a snake. A snake can never
be broken, i.e., all the flits of a snake should be in adjacent nodes at any time.
Formally, a snake of k flits, s, at any time t, is defined by a (k 1)-tuple, (s,, s2, - . ,s;,t),
where s,, s2,. . . ,sa, i 5 k, are consecutive processors that contain at least one flit of the snake.

+

a

The length of a snake s at time t, length(s, t), is defined to be the number of processors over
which the snake is distributed. A snake is in full-extension if length(s, t ) = k.
Like in the case of store and forward routing, here also routing on a Mesh can be broken
into a constant number of phases of routing along columns and rows. Thus we first consider
some cut through routing problems on a linear array.

Lemma 5.1 Permutation routing can be pe~ormedon a linear array of n processors in

n(k+l)

steps under the cut through model. Here k is the number ofjlits in each packet.

Proof. The algorithm used by the processors is quite simple. At each time unit, every processor
transmits the flit in the head of its queue. At the same time it receives a flit from each neighbor
and appends these flits to appropriate queues.
The proof of run time will be given on a more restricted model of routing called the 'restricted
cut through model'. An upper bound obtained under this model will clearly be an upper bound
on the (more powerful) cut through model as well. In the restricted cut through model, once a
packet gains full extension, it will not be compressed again. Transmission of a packet starts at
time instances that are multiples of k.
An immediate consequence of the restricted cut through model and the algorithm described
above is that at least one packet gains full extension every k steps. We make use of the furthest
destination first priority scheme. Consider a packet q that originates in node i (1 5 i 5 n)
and whose destination is j. W.1.o.g. assume that j is to the right of i and all the packets are
traversing from left to right.
Packet q can possibly be delayed by at the most ( n - j ) other packets (with higher priority).
Also realize that q can only be delayed by ( j - 1) other packets. Therefore, the number of
distinct packets that can delay q is min{(n - j ) , ( j - 1)). If q were not delayed by any
other packet, it needs only k ( j - i) steps to reach its destination. Therefore, applying the
queue line lemma (lemma 2.1), the time needed for q to reach its destination is no more than
min{(n - j)k, ( j - l)k} k ( j - i). The maximum of this quantity over all possible i's and
j's is y . 0
Using similar arguments we can also prove the following lemma:

+

+ +

Lemma 5.2 If there are m packets on a linear array such that each processor has possibly more
than one packets to start with and each processor is the destination of exactly one packet, routing
can be completed in ( k - 1)m + n steps.

5.2 Algorithm for n x n mesh
The algorithm that we shall present for cut through model on the Mesh is for permutation routing
and it resembles the algorithm presented in section 4.2. The run time of this algorithm is kn
o(kn) and the queue length is O(k) with high probability. The queue length is asymptotically

+

optimal and the run time is within a factor of 2 of the lower bound presented in section 6. We
will first describe a 2 kn + O(k log n ) algorithm which will be modified to run in kn O(k log n)
steps, where k is the number of flits in a packet.
The grid is divided into two regions S and I, and packets with origins in these two regions
are called superior packets and inferior packets respectively (see figure 4).
Inferior packets are routed using the following algorithm. The rows are divided up into I/€
strips of en rows each. The algorithm has three phases. A packet at processor (x, y), destined
for processor (r, s), is first routed along the column y to (w, y), a processor chosen at random
in the same column and strip as (x, y). The packet is then sent to (w, s) along row w, after
which, it is routed to its destination along column s.
The superior packets are routed using a slightly different algorithm. A processor (x, y) in
the upper two S squares, with destination (r, s ) sends its packet to (w, y) along column y, where
w is chosen at random from (2cn 1,2cn 2, . . , 2 ~ n (1/4)n). The packet is then sent to
(w, s ) along row w, and then, to (r, s ) along column s. E is chosen to be less than 1/8, so that
superior packets in the upper half remain in the upper half after the randomization phase. The

+

+

+

+

algorithm for the packets in the lower two S squares is symmetric.
During the first and third phases, no distinction is made between superior and inferior packets
with respect to the queuing disciplines. If they contend for the same edge, a packet performing
in its first phase takes precedence over one in its third phase. In phase 11, superior packets take
precedence over inferior packets and among ,the inferior (superior) packets the furthest origin
first priority scheme is used. In phase ID, packets that have further to go have higher priority.

5.3 Routing Time Analysis
Superior Packets
A superior packet q starting its phase I1 at ( u , v) can be delayed by at the most 2env packets,
each with probability 4/n. Therefore, the number of packets that can potentially delay q is
m = B ( 2 ~ n v:)., Using Chemoff bounds (equation I), we can show that m is v + O(logn),

with high probability. q needs to traverse a distance of 5 n - v in phase II. Thus, superior
packets will complete phase I1 in at the most kn + O(k log n) steps, with high probability.
Superior packets will complete phases I and 111 in at the most kn steps. Therefore, all superior
packets will complete all three phases in 2kn O(k log n) steps with high probability.

+

Inferior Packets
For an inferior packet that starts phase I1 at row w ,we have two possible cases.
1. w 5 Zen or w 2 n - 2en
Suppose an inferior packet q starts phase 11 at row w, w 5 2en, and w.l.o.g., it moves
from left to right. Suppose, the packet starts the phase at column 2en t. Then with high
probability, the delay q suffers will be at the most kt kn6, for some S < 1. (This follows

+

+

from the fact that we use the furthest origin first priority scheme in this phase, and that
the number of inferior packets that can delay any inferior packet in phase I1 is B(ten, $),
and an application of the Chernoff bounds equation 2). Since q has to travel a distance of
no more than n - t - 2.571, it will complete the phase 11in 5 kn - 2ken kn6 steps with
high probability. Since the packet spends 5 ken steps in phase I and at the most kn steps
in phase I11 (from lemma 5.2), it takes no more than 2kn - ken kn6 steps to complete
all phases. This is 5 2kn for appropriate E.

+

+

2. 2en < w < n - 2 ~ n
For such a packet q, phase I completes in ken steps, and phase I11 in kn - 2ken steps.
Suppose a packet starts phase I1 in column t. The number of inferior packets that delay
q is t n6 (for some S < I), with high probability. The number of superior packets that
will delay the packet during phase I1 is B(8e2n2,4/71) whose expectation is 32e2n. Using
Chernoff bounds equation 2, we can show that the number of packets delaying our packet
is no more than ae2n, with high probability, for some a > 32. Thus, the total routing
time of the packet, in this case, is ken kn - 2ken kn kn" kae2n 5 2kn, for small
enough e.

+

+

+ +

Therefore, all inferior packets will complete all three phases in at the most 2kn steps with high
probability.

5.4 Modification to the Algorithm
We can reduce the number of steps taken by the algorithm by making the following modifications.
Initially, each inferior processor flips a coin and colors its packet black or white depending on
the result. The mesh is partitioned into both vertical and horizontal slices of en columns and
rows respectively.
In phase I, all the white packets choose a random node in the same column and horizontal
slice as their origin and go there along the column of origin. Also in phase I, the black packets
choose a random node in the same row and vertical slice as their origin and go there along
the row of origin. During phase 11, all white packets are routed along rows till they reach
their column destination, while black packets are routed along columns till they reach their row
destination. In phase 111, white packets are routed along columns to their destinations, while
black packets are routed along rows. There is no change in the algorithm for superior packets.
It is likely that white and black inferior packets contend for the same edge. For instance, a
white inferior packet in phase I may compete for an edge with a black inferior packet performing
its phase 11. Whenever there is such a conflict between black and white packets, preference is
given to packets in lower phases. In the above example, the white packet will be given priority.

Theorem 5.1 Using a randomized coloring scheme, routing can be performed in kn +O(k log n )
steps on an n x n mesh with queue size of 0 ( k )flits, with high probability.
Proof. As a result of the coloring, the number of inferior packets that will perform their phase
I1 along any row(co1umn) and the number of inferior packets that will perform their phase 111
along any column(row) is no more than n / 2 + n3I4,with high probability. This is due to the
fact that the above number is a binomial, B(n,112). Using analysis similar to that shown in the
previous section, we find that, if we use a randomized coloring scheme, routing can be completed
in kn O(k log n ) steps with high probability.
The conflict between white and black packets does not affect the run time for the following
reason: Consider the example of a white packet in phase I conflicting with a black packet in
phase 11. If such a conflict occurs, it means that the black packet has completed its phase I well
within ekn steps, and even if it waits for all the (black and white) packets to complete their
phase I, it will start its phase I1 at the latest by step ekn, thus unaffecting the analysis. Conflicts

+

of other kinds can also be argued similarly.

Queue Length Analysis
The queue size of the above algorithm in any phase is no more than the maximum queue size
at the beginning and end of the phase. In phase I, only one packet starts from any node and the
number of packets that will end up in any node is upper bounded by B ( m , k).Using Chernoff
bounds (equation 2), this number is d(log n). In a similar way we also see that the queue sizes
of phase II and phase III are d(log n ) packets (i.e., d ( k log n ) flits).
Using ideas similar to ones given in section 4.4, we can reduce the queue size to O(k) flits
(i.e., a constant number of packets). The crucial fact used is that the queue size of any log n
successive processors in the array is still O(k log n), with high probability. Each column (as
well as row) is partitioned into slices of logn successive nodes. Packets that have to be stored
in each such slice are distributed among the nodes in the slice. That is, if a node in a slice
has to store more than ck flits (for some constant c > I), it will send the additional packets to
its neighbor in the slice, and the neighbor will do the same thing. With high probability, this
redistribution will be local to each slice.

A Lower Bound for Run Time
The run time of any cut through routing algorithm on an n x n Mesh will have to be R(kn/2)
where k is the number of flits in each packet. This can be proved by constructing a worst case
permutation to be routed.
Consider a permutation where all the packets starting from the left half of the Mesh have
destinations in the right half, and all the packets originating from the right half have destinations
in the left half. kn2/2 flits from the left have to cross column n/2 to reach their destinations.
There are only n nodes in column n / 2 and each node can transmit only one flit in one unit of
time from the left half to the right half. Therefore, even if all the nodes in column n / 2 are busy
all the time, they need at least kn/2 steps before they transmit all the kn2/2 flits from the left
to the right.
The above lower bound also holds for k - k routing that we consider next.

7 Multipacket Routing
7.1 Preliminaries
In Multipacket routing, each packet is broken up into k flits, and these flits behave as though they
are independent entities. In particular, each flit carries along with it, its source and destination
addresses. The problem of k - k routing is the problem of routing where 5 k packets originate
from any node and 5 k packets are destined for any node. It need not be the case that if
one of the k packets originating from a node (say i) is destined for a node (say j), then the
other k - 1 packets originating from i will also be destined for j. In this section we present a

+

kn O ( k log n ) time, O ( k ) queue length randomized algorithm for the general k
problem.

Lemma 7.1 k - k routing can be completed on an n-node linear array in
multipacket model.
Proof. is very similar to that of lemma 5.1

n

k+l

-

k routing

steps under the

0.

Lemma 7.2 If there are m packets on an n-node linear array with zero or more packets originating from any node and zero or more packets destined for any node, routing can be performed
within m + n - 1 steps.
Proof. An immediate consequence of the queue line lemma.
The proof of the following lemma is similar to those of lemmas 3.3 and 7.1:

Lemma 7.3 Let there be xn packets in a linear array. If the number of packets with an address
> j -1 is 5 (n- j +l)x+g(n), and the number ofpackets with an address < j is 5 ( j -l)x+g(n),
then routing can be completed within x n + g ( n )steps using the furthest destinationjrst priority
scheme.

7.2 Algorithm
The algorithm for Multipacket routing is similar to the one presented in the last section. There
are k packets initially at each node. Each processor flips a 2-sided coin k times and colors its
packets black or white depending on the outcomes. The packets are then routed in exactly the

same way as they are for the cut through model, except now that there are no snakes but only
independent packets. Also, now the superior packets are also colored black or white depending
on the outcomes of coin flips. White and black superior packets execute symmetric but opposite
algorithms (i.e., in phase I, a white packet chooses a random node in the column of its origin
and goes there, whereas a black packet chooses a random node in the row of its origin and goes
there, and so on.) Conflicts between white and black packets are resolved by assigning higher
priority to packets in lower phases.

Theorem 7.1 Using this algorithm, k

k routing will take k n
mesh with queue size of O ( k ) ,with high probability.
-

+ O ( k log n ) steps, on an n x n

Proof: Lemma 7.3 is crucial to the proof. The analysis is similar to the one in section 5. A
superior packet completes its phases I and III in no more than k n / 2 steps. In phase 11, a superior
packet that starts from column v can only be delayed by 8ekv O ( k log n ) other packets with
high probability. It needs to traverse a distance of at the most n - v. Put together, the time
needed for a superior packet in phase I1 is no more than 8ekv + O ( k log n ) + n - v , which is
5
O ( k log n ) , for a proper e. Thus a superior packet will complete all the three phases in
5 k n O ( k log n ) steps with high probability.
An inferior packet spends at the most ken steps in phase I. In phase 11, if an inferior white
packet q starts from row w and if w 5 2en or w 2 n - 2 ~ nit, will complete phase 11 in at the
most $ - 2kke kn6 steps with high probability. Phase I11 can be completed in $ + kn6 steps
with high probability. This is because only $ + kn6 packets will be performing their phase III
along any column with high probability and an application of lemma 7.3. Thus q needs no more
than k n - ken + O ( k n 6 ) steps for all the three phases. This number of steps is 5 k n for an
appropriate e.
The case of a white inferior packet starting from a row w such that 2en < w < n - 2en is
similar. The same analysis applies to the black inferior packets as well. The time bound remains
the same even after accounting for conflicts between white and black packets. The reason is,
if a packet in a lower phase conflicts with a packet in a higher phase, priority is given to the
packet in the lower phase. If at all such a conflict occurs, it implies that the packet in higher
phase has completed its lower phases well ahead of time and hence even if it is delayed by the
lower priority packet, it will reach its destination within the stated time. (See also section 5.4).
The queue length analysis is also similar to the one in section 5.4.
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FIG.^. Mesh1 has a diameter of f i n

Let the size of each packet to be routed be s bits and let the transmission time per bit be t,.
Since each packet carries with it its source and destination addresses the size of the packet is s
2 log n bits. Consider two scenarios: 1) Use the store and forward algorithm to perform routing
treating each packet as atomic. The run time in this case will be [2n O(1og n)](s 2 log n)t,;
2) Split each packet into k independent flits and use the multipacket routing algorithm. In this
case the time bound is [kn O(k log n)]( f 2 log n)t,. Assuming s is much larger than 2 log n,
the later approach is nearly twice as fast as the former.
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8 A Class of Efficient Routing Networks
The reason why our store and forward routing algorithm runs optimally is the following. All the
packets in the I region of figure 4 are less than 2n distance away from their destinations, and
most of the nodes of the Mesh are in the I region. This suggests that if we somehow distribute
the nodes of the S regions into the I region we will get an improved run time. This can be done
by changing the topology of the Mesh as shown in figure 5. Meshl of figure 5 is exactly like
an n x n Mesh. Each node here also is connected to its four neighbors to the left, to the right,
above, and below (except for the nodes in the boundary). The only difference is Meshl has a
boundary shown in figure 5 rather than a square. If x is the maximum span along the vertical
(or horizontal) direction of Meshl, then the area of Meshl is x2 - 4e2x2. We require to place
Diameter d of this Mesh is (2 - 2e)x.
n2 nodes in this Mesh. Therefore, we get x =
Minimum of d (over all e's) occurs for e = 114 and the minimum value is f i n .
The above idea can be extended further by choosing the boundaries shown in figure 6 for a

a.

FIG.^. Mesh2 and Mesh3 have diameters m n , and 1.5n respectively

Mesh. For these Meshes also minimum diameter occurs when E = 114. These have diameters
m
n and 1.5n respectively. These Meshes are all approximations to a rhombus inclined at
45" to the axes, which is a circle in the manhattan metric.
The limiting case in this class of networks is a rhombus with a diameter of a n . This
rhombus has &z
rows. If the rows are numbered
-(*
- I ) , . . . ,- 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . , &? ,
then row 0 has a n nodes. Row &i has ( f i n - 2 i ) nodes, for 1 5 i 5
Our store and forward routing algorithm runs in time d + b ( l o g n ) in a circular Mesh of
diameter d, the queue length being the same. Also, the cut through and multipacket routing
algorithms run in $ 6 ( k log n ) steps with a queue length of 6 ( k ) . The only modification
needed to be made in the algorithms is to define the inferior and superior packets of the circular
Mesh accordingly. The following theorem concerns only with store and forward routing. We
invite the reader to prove analogous results for cut through and multipacket routings.

-+,

e.
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Lemma 8.1 Store and forward routing algorithm of section 4 runs in time d + 6 ( l o gn ) on a
circular Mesh of diameter d .

Proof. We'll prove this lemma for Meshl. The same technique can be used for other circular
meshes also. The region of inferior packets for Meshl will look like Mesh2. Let the size of
the sliced out square be 2ex x 2ex, where x is the maximum vertical (or horizontal) span. The
diameter of this Meshl is 1.52 (see figure 7). Like the algorithm in section 4.3, each column is
divided into slices of length ex. There are three phases in the algorithm.
Each inferior packet chooses a random node in the slice it is in and traverses to that node in
the first phase. In the second phase it goes to the correct column, and in the third phase it goes
to the correct row.

FIG.7. Routing on Mesh1
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Each superior packet in the top left square chooses a random row in the range 2152 1,2ex
2 , . . . ,2ex + (1123)~in the first phase and reaches that row. Phases two and three are similar to
inferior packets. Superior packets originating from other squares use a symmetric algorithm.
The analysis of the run time and the queue size for the above algorithm runs in exactly the
same lines as the one given in sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Any superior packet originating in the top left square will complete its phase I1 in 0 . 5 ~

+

O(1og n ) steps with high probability. If this superior packet moved in the direction of its
destination in phase I, then it needs at the most a total of x steps for phases I and 111 together.
If it moved in a direction opposite to its destination in phase I, it will complete phases I and 111
)
If e is chosen to be less than 1/23, this total is strictly
in no more than 2 ( ( 1 / 8 ) x 2 ~ x steps.

+

less than x. Thus any superior packet originating in the top left square will complete all the
phases in 5 1 . 5 ~ O(1og n ) steps with high probability. The cases of other superior packets
are similar.
Consider any inferior packet that starts its phase two from row k, where 2ex < k 5 ( 114)s.
This packet takes 5 ex steps for phase I, and 5 0.52 n6 steps (for any 6 > 112) for phase 11
with high probability. The expected delay for this packet in phase I . due to superior packets is
64e2x. Thus this delay is no more than ae2x (for any a > 64) with high probability. Since this
x
away from any boundary in phase 111, it will complete
packet is at the most x - 2 ~ distance
x
or less.
phase 111 in x - 2 ~ steps
Put together, the total time needed for this inferior packet is 5 ex +0.5x +n6+ ae2x+x - 2 ~ x
with high probability. This total will be 1.52 for a small enough E.
The cases of other inferior packets are similar.
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Notes and References
Chernoff bounds given in section 1.6 were derived by Chemoff [3], and Angluin & Valiant [I].
The study of randomized algorithms for packet routing on the Mesh was initiated by Valiant
and Brebner [23, 241. The queue line lemma and the 3n + o(n) algorithm in section 4.1 are
due to them. Store and forward algorithms (in sections 4.2-4.4) were discovered by Krizanc,
Rajasekaran, and Tsantilas [20, 61. Kunde [S] showed that one could avoid randomization in
the algorithm of section 4.2, by sorting submeshes of size en x en (with respect to destination
columns of packets in column major order). The resultant deterministic algorithm has a similar
behavior as that of the randomized algorithm, i.e., it has a run time of ( 2 3e)n and a queue

+

I.

length of
Using the technique of classifying packets according to their origins (as superior and inferior)
[6], and the sort and route paradigm of Kunde [S], Leighton, Makedon, and Tollis [12] were
able to obtain a 2n - 2 step deterministic algorithm for store and forward packet routing with
a constant queue length. The queue length of this algorithm was over 600. Rajasekaran and
Overholt [IS] reduced the queue length to 58 retaining the time bound. It still remains an open
problem if one could perform permutation routing on the Mesh within 2n - 2 steps with a queue
length of 5 5 . In [ l l ] Leighton analyzes the expected behavior of certain greedy algorithms for
packet routing.
Kunde and Tensi [9] applied the sort and route paradigm of Kunde to obtain an efficient
algorithm for multipacket routing. Their algorithm for multipacket routing has a run time of

+

%n
4
O ( k n / q ) and a queue size of O(kq) (for any 1 5 q 5 n ) . They also proved the lower
bound in section 6. The algorithm described in section 5 is due to Rajasekaran and Raghavachari

[19]. In a recent work, Kunde [lo] has provided a deterministic algorithm with a run time and
queue length of kn o(kn) and O ( k ) respectively.

+

Makedon and Simvonis [14] proved that cut through routing on the Mesh can be performed
within qkn O ( k n / q ) steps, the queue length being O(kq), for any 1 5 q 5 n. They also
presented a randomized algorithm with a time bound of kn O ( k n / q ) ,the queue size being the
same. Cut through routing algorithm given in section 7 is due to Rajasekaran and Raghavachari

+

+

WI.
The problem of (full) permutation routing can be reduced to sorting. (We just sort the packets
according to their destination addresses). A lot of work has been done in the area of sorting on
the Mesh, starting from the article of Thompson and Kung [22]. Thompson and Kung [22], and

Kumar and Hirschberg [7] obtained O ( n ) algorithms for sorting. The algorithms of Thompson
and Kung [22], Schnorr and Shamir [21], and Ma, Sen, and Scherson [13] need a queue length
of only 1 and have a time bound of 3n +o ( n ) on an n x n Mesh. Recently Kaklamanis, Krizanc,
Narayanan, and Tsantilas [4] showed that sorting can be performed using a randomized algorithm
in 2.5n o ( n ) steps, with a constant queue length of > 1. Later Kunde [lo] matched this time
bound with a deterministic algorithm and a queue length of 2.
Various algorithms for off-line routing can be found in Nassimi and Sahni [15], Raghavendra
and Kumar [16], Annexstein and Baumslag [2], and Krizanc [5].
A survey of randomized parallel algorithms can be found in Rajasekaran [17].
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